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I:NVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF COASTAL SEDIMENTATION 
ACASES1UDY OF SHIRAZI-FUNZIIAGOON 

T.M.MVNYAO 

. Introduction 

STIJDY AREA AND PREVIOUS WORK 

Shirazi-Funzi Lagoon is situated about 70 km Southwest of Mombasa. It occurs within lon
gitudes 39°22'E and 39°27'E, and latitudes 4°30'S and 4°35'S and ~overs about 57 km2. The 

. . 

study area lies in the coastal plain, which is below the 30m contour, and is underlain by . 

conillimestone of the Pleistocene age (Caswell, 1953), and lagoonal deposits from both 
Ian<t and sea. Both the hinterlands at Shirazi and the Funzi Island are underlain by the 
MtoMkuu fonnation of upper and lower Cretaceous, of the Post .Karoo.systems (Rais-Assa, 
1987). This formation is overlain by Pleistocene sands that cover the Funzi Island and a 
narrow strip of the coastline immediately north of Funzi Island .. 

. . 

The Ramisi River and a few other seasonal streams discharge into the lagoon. The eli· 
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Table 4.1 Stratigraphy. of the Mombasa Basin 

SYSTEM GEODY AGE FORMATION IlTHOSTRATlGRAPHY • PALAEO-
·N.\M1C ENVIRON-
FRAME· MENf 
WORK 

CRETACEOUS upper Shales, sandstones Trans-
p • MTO- and limestones gressive 
0 0 MKUU lower sUtyclays marine 
S S J upper • 
T T U upper • Shales, sandstones : ~ 

- :.~~~ R KAM" andlimestoneS - Marine 
It: Jl . ··.A middle. 

. . .BI! . . ·ldWer: COnglomerates and 
A I S • limestones 
R F S upper • Grits sandstones Deltaic 
0 T I lower MAZE· .•... to eolian 
0 C RAS lower Coarse sandstones 

• (silicified woods} 
MATOLAN • Feldspathic sandstones 

and shales 
T upper Deltaic 
R 
I MARIA- middle 
A KANI 

p S lower Motde sandstones 
It: It S 
A E I upper Argilaceous sandstones 
R . C 
0 It MAJl YA middle Sandy shales (fishbed) Lacustrine 
0 I CHUMVI 

F lower Sandstones and 
T carboniferous shales 

PERMIAN upper Arkose and 
conglomerates 

TARU middle Arkosic sandstones Fluviatile 
UPPER' * '. 

CARBONIFEROUS lower * Tillite . Peri~lacial 

basement basement 

• Unconformity with other categorizations 
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mate of the area is related to the semi-annual passage. of the Inter Tropical Convergence 
Zone; the north-east and south.east monsoon seasons are experienced from.November to 
March, and April to October respectively. Short and long rains are experienced from 
November to December, and from March to June respectively. The average annual tem

peratures .ofthe area exceed 28°C (NES, 1985). Thick mangrove ·cover occurs in the la
goon, while savannah-type grass and shrubs occur in both the mainland. and . Funzi Island. 

Coconut and cashewnut trees have been planted in the mainland by inhabitants, while a 

few coconuts have been planted on Funzi Island .. 
Caswell (1953)i Cannon eta/; (1981); and Rais-Assa (1987) show that :the study area 

comprises sedimentary strata ot the Karoo system, with the oldest stratum being upper
carboniferous (Table 4.1). 

This study was conducted to determine: . 

• factors that affect the sedimentology of Shirazi-funZi lagoon; 
• sediment types and source environments; 

• economic importance of the lagoon; 
• environmental problems that relate to the sedimentology in the lagoon; 
• possible management policies for Kenya's lagoons. 

Method 1 

GEOMORPHOLOGY 

Physical features were recorded, while profiling was done with the use of a theodolite, 
mounted on a tripod stand. Profiling was done during tidal ebbs, and along some transects 
. perpendicular. to . shoreline and· others cutting through sand bars. Profiling and visual 

methods were· applied to determine the possible effects of sea level rise on the area. 
Shorelines where heights of cliffs or beaches above high water mark were minimal were 

.c1assifiedas·most prone loeffects of sealevel rise. Erosive and non-erosive environments 
were recorded. 

HYDRODYNAMICS 

Wave Energy . 
Wave heights were measured at the tidal inlet south of Funzi Island using a pole along two 

transects; each from the tidal inlet toward the two main channels respectively. The density 

1. Further details on method, ie. sampling points and transects, are given in Munyao (1992). .. 
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of the sea water,was determined by measuring the run ,of known volutnesof water; The 

:followingfoimulawas applied in the determination of wave energy,(E)::-
E = O.5p ga2 (Dyer, 1986) (2) . . , 

Ocean currents',·'·. 

Surface current directions and'velocities were measured byuse of buoys at tidal inlet and 
along Mamuja channeL .. ;. 

" ' 

SUSPENDED SEDIMENT YIElD BY RAMISI RNER 

:l,dtal suspended matter in RamisiRiver was determined by filtration .. Seqiment fluxes were 
th~n calculated as: ' Qs = QS gls (3) 

am 
Q=AVm3/s (4) 

Buoys were used to estimate the velocity of the river at the Gauge station. 
From Qs, annual discharge (Qd) of total suspended matter can be,given by the formula 

Qd = 31.5576 Qs tonnes peryea,r.' 

TOTAL ORGANIC CARBON IN SUSPENDED MATfER 

At the Kiwambale sampling station, suspended matter was filtered out and Particulate Or

ganic Matter (POC) det~rmined spectrophotometrically according to the procedure ·de

scribed by Johnson (parsons et al., 1984). 

SEDIMENT SAMPUNG AND ANALYSIS 

Surface sediment samples were analysed for grain size distribution by sieve analysis. Using 

cumulative curves generated after sieving, the mode,meangrain size, median grain size, 

. istandard deviation, sorting; skewness and kurtosis were determined .and described by ap

plying the methods adopted by Hakanson & Janson (1983). Microscope, X-ray diffraction, 

and magnetic separation analysis were applied to indicate mineral content ofthe .samples. 

Carbonate mineral content was determined by digesting the carbonate minerals in a 3 to 

5g sample with diluted hydrochloric acid (30% Hel) until no more gas was produced.Per

centage loss in dry weight was taken as percentage level of carbonate minerals. Total or-

2 . E = wave energy, p::;: density of seawater, a= wave amplitude, g= acceleration due to gravitY 'C9.8 ms-2). 
3. Qs= total suspended yield per second; Q= water discharze; S= average amount of total suspended 

matter per unit volume of river water. 
4 . A = cross-sectional area of the river at gauge station; V= average velocity of the river at the gauge station. 
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ganiccarbon was determined by adding 10% Hydrogen Peroxide to 3-1g of sample an~:al
lowing the reaction to continue tintii:no more:gas was produced.' The percentage loss in 
,dry:weight was' taken as the total6rganic carbon conterit in the sample. 

HUMAN ACTMTIES 

. Questionnairesjwhich· dealt mainly with mangrove and ,fisheries resources, were randomly 
distributed among 30 local inhabitantsatmangroveand fish landing sites, who harvest both 
mangrove and fisheries resoumes;All inhabitants who received q\lestionrtaires.responded. 
:Using the response data, average, dailyhalYest and' prices Jormangroves,;;and fisheries· 

resources were determined: Correlation analysis was done to determineinter~relationships 

between fish halYesting, distance'from respondents' homes~o the lagoon; family size; and 
mangrove hatYesting. : 

··ResultS5 

GEOMORPHOLOGY 

General Morpbology 
Three morphologic sections were obselYed ·in.the study area. The'sub-aerial morphology 
forms the mainland and Funzi Island. The mainland shoreline is indented and relatively 
straight in some parts. In the southern part many cliffs have formed due to exposure to 
stronger waves and .currents from the sea: Fewer cliffs and many beaches occur from the 

, central part of the mainland shoreline to tQ.eextreme north. High cliffs, with cavernous 
structures are found in the sQuthern and seaward facing sides of Funzi,island shoreline. 
Beach erosion is evident in the southern part of the islands shoreline in the lagoon-facing 

side. In the northern part, beach and non-cliff environment is obselYed. . 
The sub~tidal morphoiogy covers about 47 per:cent of the lagoon, . and compriseS' the 

mangrove is&mds. From theectgesof the mangrove ishlnds to~rds:their cent'res, there:jS 
decrease in mangrove cover and change in species. composition, from Rbizopbora 
mucronata at the shoreline (channel bank) toAve~i~ia marinaai,nearthe centre and 
other species occurring in between.: Gradual mcrease in relief is also obselYed in the same 
direction. . /" 

The sub-aqueous morphology is represented by the channels, the area between channel 

mouths and tidal inlet, the coral reefs,. and the bottom morphology seaward from. the study 
area. Three main channels occur in the lagoon; the Uvinje channel which is about 85 km 

5. Detailed results are given in Munyao (1992). 
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·long.withwidth~gfrom:0;7 km at its . confluence with· Vikuarani :channel, to about :Sm 
at itstennination in the northern part of lagoon; the·Vikuarani channel which is about 1.3 
km long and has a width varying from 0.36 km to 0.21kmj and the Mamuja channel with 
its mouth at southern part of the lagoon. The Mamuja channel is about 5.1 km long with a 

width varying from 0.8 km at its mouth to about 6m at its landward termination, whereJt 
merges.,with.the Ramisi River,' Other channels merge with seasonal streams, or end at 
points·whererun.offwaterenterS ·the lagoon during rainy seasons .. Channels· open into the 
southerrvpart'of:the:;}agoon,'giving way to area between channel mouths and tidal inlet. 
Depths: aIong· chan1.1els'are; hot uniform due to sedimentation, .but vary' fromO.5m to 5m 
dutingIowtide;wheresedimentation processes are at lower rates. 

• -: .•. The area between channel mouths and the tidal inlet south of Funzi covers about 
llkm2• It is characterised by patches of sediments, sandbars, and outcrops of coral Iime
stone rock. Most sandbars occur near mouths of channels. At the mouth of Mamuja chan
nel, sandbars range in height from 0.25m to 1.2m, and in length from 80m to 710m.SmaIl 
ponds are observed in areas between sand' bars during tidal ebb. In these areas, animal 

burrows and some sea grass are observed. In the erosive parts, outcrops of coral limestone 

~reobserVed.Shoreline -orientation in the area appear' to cause the formation of these 
~ndbars through complex reflection and refraction processes of ocean waves and ClJrrents~ 

.Thecoralreef is poorly defined. Three fragments of the coral reef occur at the tidal iri
let. From,thesefragments:seaward; the slope steepensand.a trough, which is an extension 
ofPemba channel,is encountered. This trough has a maximum width of about 36km and is 

about 380m deep: It ends north of the study area between Msambweni and Gazi. 
:', . 

Erosive environments 
Ero~i()ni,sobserved mainlyinthe southern part where waves and currents entering from 

;' : '. : .. ~ '. .;. .' " .:. . '... . .... 

.th~.~~a are;.strongest.Clif.fero~ionis observed wherecoraUimestone occurs along the 

table 4:2'1' able 0/ possible' e.ffective flooding in Shirazi-Funzi area in the event 0/ sea level rise 
'., ,", : ~ , . ,:,'- '. 

A (south ofFunzi island). 
. J~ (middle ofFunzi ~ shoreline) 
C (north ofFunzi island) 

'. '0 (&X1o) 
·.E· (Kiwambale) 
• Distance inland from shoreline (m) 

'1 Slope of land at 1 
. shoreline area 

0.047 
.0.03 
0.18 
0.0045 
0.0025 

Area flooded due to 1m. 
". rise in sea level (m) 

21.28 

33.30 
5.56 

222.22 
400.00 
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shoreline. }oJ. Funzi Island, houses were found to be at risk that were only 1m from the high 
water level, due to continuous shoreline>erosion~ In parts where mangroves have been 
harvested, especially in the seaward side of mangrove islands in the southern parts of the 
study area, and in the area between Mamuja channel mouth and tidal inlet, erosion was 

observed. 

Effects of sea level rise 
In the study are~, most beaches grade into mangrove islands .. In the event of sea level rise, 
Mangrove Islands and the shoreline areas where the high water mark is less than O.5m be
low top of the cliff or beach would be most affected. On land or on the island, differences 
in slope would allow different extents of flooding in different parts of the study area (Table 

4.2). With the death of mangroves and change in t~dallevels, changes in sedimentological 
processes would occur. 

SEDIMENT COMPOSITION 

The surface sediments of Shirazi-Funzi lagoon were found to comprise quant, carbonate 
minerals and organiC matter. Except at the tidal inlet where coral reef fragments are 
formed, the sediments of the lagoon are dominated by quartz sand which ranges from 90 
to 95 per cent in most pans of the lagoon, especially in the channels and mangrove islands. 
Carbonate minerals occur at 2.7 per cent on average, except at tidal inlet where it is more 
than 86 per cent. 

Table 4.3 Results of salinity and POC analysis for samples from 
KiwambaJe sampling station, Mamuja channel. 

East African Salinity Estimated 
Time rthousand Tide level m 

18.00 35.05 1740 2.75 
20.00 34.51 1035 1.30 
22.00 33.42 1275 ·0.63 
00.00 35.05 1385 0.78 
02.00 35.45 645 2.13 
04.00 35.95 645 3.23 
06.00 35.34 1160 3.10 
.08.00 35.23 1390 1.55 
10.00 34.14 1035 0.35 
12.00 33.78 1480 0.40 
14.00 35.95 1965 1.50 
16.00 35.95 1095 3.05 
18.00 36.91 1315 3.06 
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.• Figure 4.1 24hr variation in .tidallevel,Poc, and salinity' of surface'water at Kiwambaie in Mamuja 
. channel '" . '.. . . 
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Figure 4.2 Variation of mean grain size, sorting, skewness and kurtosis of sediments along Mamuja 
channel 
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Figure 4.3 ExportentiaJ dissipation of energy by waves entering Uvinje and Mamilja channels 
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Table 4.4 
General properties of sediments of Uvinje channel ofShirazi-Funzi lagoon 

, J, Phj-~e -J Comment 

. Mean grain size 
Medl;u1. 
. Standard deviation. . . . ~., : 

Skewness . 
Kurtosis 

2.47 Pille sand. 
-2.07 

2.15 . 
'. - .0.559 

1:35-
",0.025 ' 

1.025 

Fines3n<I. -
Fine sarid .• -. 
Grains moderately 

'spreidaround tIu! mean. '. 
Poorly 'Sorted. '..' 
Negatively skewed. 
Mesokurtic. 
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Total organicQU'bon was ~ound to average 1.87 per ~ent in the sub-aqueous environment, 

but at e~ges' of mangrove islands,it exceeded 50. per cent. 

PARTICUlATE ORGANIC CARBON IN SUSPENDED MATIER 

In the 24-hr period, POC was found to be high in the channel (Table 4.3) with· highest val: 
. .... . . " .. 

:ues being ob~erved during tidal ebbs, when Ramisi River; water level was highe~t 3:S shown 
by low salinity values (Fig 4.1). There was a sharp increase in salinity between 12 hrand 18 
hr, probably due to higher rate of evaporation during day time .. 

SEDIMENT GRAIN SIZE DISTRIBUTION 

SePiments along the Uvinje Channel comprise fine sand, and· show an even distribution 

(Table 4.4). In the Mamuja/Ramisi Channel, there is a slight decrease in mean grain size in 

the seawatd-¢irettibn while at thes.ametime,·sorting changes from poor to mOderately 

well sorted. There is a change in skewness from very negatively skewed to pOSitively 
. -

skewed, unplying a tendency from coarser to finer sand grains. In the,channel, distribution 

is generally mesokurtic, ~ut becomes leptokurtic at the mouth of channel implying a ten~ 

dency towards dominance of rmer sand grains (Fig 4.2}. 

DISCHARGE OF SUSPENDED MATfER BY RAMISI RIVER 

Average annual discharge of water was found to be 5.20 x 107 m3/yr,while the average 
amount of suspended matter was found to be 2.95xlO-2 kglm3. The approximate annual 

discharge of suspended matter was found to be 1534 tonnes/yr. 
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HYDRODYNAMICS 
""". 

Wave Energy 

Wave energy is greatest at the tklallnlet, where wave heights are' highest-Fig 4.3 shows 

that a wave entering the lagoon through the tidal inlet dies out exponentially after which 

it becomes less effective in maintaining sediments in suspension during which transporta
tion may occur due to water currents.· However, 'it appears that 'due' to the effects of water 
discharges by Ramisi Ri~er, wave energy entering the Mamuja Channel dies oJjt faster than 

that entering Uvinje Channel, resulting in more defined sediment shoaling at the channel 

mouth. 
CU1Tents 

TidClI currents are the main currents experienced in the lagoon; Due to 'the morphologic 
setting of the lagoon, wind energy appears to be less important in terms of current gener

ation. 

'HuMAN ACTIVITIES AND SEDIMENTOLOGICAL PROCESSES 

. The main 'eConomic activities· f()r local'inhabitants were found to be, mangrove harvesting 

and fishing. Mangroves are harvested -and used as fencing poles and construction materials, 
fuel wood and are also sold to users who are non-harvesters to generate income. Fisheries 
resources are harvested for food and trade to generate income. Problems cited by local in

habitants as caused by mangrove harvesting are shoreline erosion in the lagoon and de
struction of fishing grounds for fish,which1'esult in low catch of fish. Theycited mainland 

Table 4.5 Fiploitation. of mangrove and fISh resources in the Shirazi-Funzi lagoon 

,Mangrove I Fisheries 
Exploitation Resources 

Av.dallylWvest 24.6 scores (a) 175.4 kg 

Av. price sh.62.6 / score by size (Ix) 

large: ' sh22.00 ;kg 
medium: sh12.00;kg 
small: sh 4.00tkg 

% of harvesters 58.6 72.4 

Av. distance from harvester's 3.2 
home to the lagoon (Ian) 

Av. family size 5 

(a) 1 score = 42 mangrove poles. 
(b) Prices are for fISh species only. Prices of crustaceans ranged from sh.60.00 -150.00 ;kg. 
(c) Fish sizes depending on length and spedes. 

A 
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Table 4~6 
Correlation matrix for socio-economic activities in the· Shirazi-Furlzi lagoon 

VJ. 

V3 
V4 

J 

• Vl- Fisheries (kg.) 
V3 -Family size . 

VI· I .. VJ. I V3 

-.2566 
.3042 .. .1575 

-3619 -.3493 :0594 

Vl.- Distance from respondent's home to the lagoon. 
V4 -Mangrove harvesting. (scores) 
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. trees as analtemative resource for fuelwood and construction material, although the man
groves are the main source of fuelwood for all the families,and there are no indigenQus or 
exotic forests in the area. Problems dted as due to fishing were few and include fishing of 

fingerlings dI,Je to use of the wrong nets. Table 4.5 is a summary of mangrpves and fisheries 
harvesting activities in the lagoon. From the table of correlation (Table 4.6), it appears 

. that fishing tends to increase more with increase in family size· as compared to. mangrove 
harvesting. The number of people who depend on the lagoon's resources appears to de
crease further away from the lagoon, while fishing appears to increase as mangrove· har
vesting decreases. Other activities that were observed are small scale farming for subsis
tence needs, transport of inhabitants by use of boats from mainland to Funzi Island, and 
one.tourist club at Funzi Island. These activities, including transport of mangroves from 

. Bodo dhow harbour, have rendered the harbour an erosive environment as it is the main 
entry and exit point to and from the lagoon and island. 

Discussion 
Shirazi-Funzi lagoon is a terrigenous setting, with sediments that are largely characterised 

by quartz grains. Transport of sediments to the lagoon· is mainly by water. Sediments are 

transported from the land, while a part of them are generated during coastline erosion, 
and falling of mangrove leaves and trunks which upon decomposition, produce the organic 
part or the sediments. The morphological set-up and presence of thick mangrove cover 

provides a healthy fish spawning ehvitonment.'Hydrodynamic energy within the lagoon is 
low, aliowirig continuous sediment accumulation which· is more pronounced along and at 

the mouth of Mamuja Channel. Generally, the lagoon would experience high impacts of 

sea-level rise, as there would be landward shift of the intertidal zone, and partial covering 
of the island by sea water. 

The high POC values at Mamuja Channel during tidal ebbs indicate that the Ramisi River 
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may be contributing large amounts of particulate matter into susp~nded matter, the other 

part being derived from the mangrove environment.. Pead pllillkton, which is part of POC 
(Parsons et qI., 1984) may form part of the organic nutrients contributed by the river and 
mangrove environments to the general ecosysterri: 

The main. environmental problems identified in the study area were sediment shoaling 
in channels 'and coastline erosion. Sediment shoaling is· occurring because current and 
. wave energies are not strong enOl~gh tq effectively transport sediments seaward. As a re
, suit of shoaling, changes in the directions, of turrents, and waves have, favoured shoreline 
erosion. 

Althouglfsediment'shoalingmay be contributing to erosion along the shoreline, human 

activities contribute more to shoreline erosion; thtoughha:tvesting and lrafisporting~man" 
groves in parts that are exposed to relatively, high currents and wave energies. Along Funzi 

Islandsh6reline, buildings are highly at risk because shoreline erosion appears to be faster: 
after removal of the' thin stripofrrtangroves along the shoreline. Fishing activities do not 
appear to'posemuch danger except at some unprotected landing sites. ' 

: In order to' solve the above envirorimentaJ problems there is' need to: 

.' apply soil conservation measures'in areas which are sources dfsediments to the 'lagoon, 
'such as the catchment area of RamisiRiver; 

• relocate endangered structures on Funzi Island; , 

• carty out"detailed research on coastal erosion ,in order to develop suitable defence 
, 'mechanisms; and, 

• develop policies aimed at controlling dependence on, and methods of harvesting man~ 
grove resources by local inhabitants. 

Conclusion 
ShirazM~unzi lagoon is a mangrove ecosystem, dominated by sediments that are largely 
terrigenous. Water discharged into the lagoon by ,the J;{amisi River maybe one of the main 
ways through ~hich food for the organisms in ,the ecosystem is replenished in the form of 
p~rtic~late matter. Oue to mangrove cover and-low hydrqdYnamicenergy, the lago~n pr~ 

',' " . _. ',. -. i '. . 

vides healthy productivity conditions for fisheries ,resources. 
Human activities, shoreline ero'sion - especIally along Funzi Island, continuous 

depo~ition of sediments, and proneness of,the lagoonio impact~ of global~~arming
fuduc~ sea-level rise are environmental threats to the l~gooil as' an ecosystem. Although it' 
appears'that increased fishing can n=:sult in decrease in mangrove' harvesting, research and' 
polides are required on how to manage the exploitation of resources of Kenya's coastal 
lagoons. 
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Abstract 
The aims of the study were to determine (i) factors that affect the sedimentology of the Shirazi-Furm lagoon; 
(n) sediment mineralogy and souoce environments; (m) economic importance of the lagoon; (iv) environmental 
problems'within it; (v) possible management polices for Kenya's coastal lagoons. Sediment grains distribution, 
composition and dynamics were studied; suspended sediment discharge by Ramisi River was determined, and 
POe WdS studied to investigate poosible contribution of the river to nutrient replenishment in the lagoon. Ge0-
morphology, hydrodynamics and socioeconomic activities were ~ studied. 

The lagoon is dominated by terrigenous sediments, comprising mostly of fme quartz sand. Grain size dimin
ishes gradually from mainland shoreline towards thetidaI inlet Carbonate mineral content ranges from 0,01 to 
5.0% byweight in most parts of the lagoon, but adjacent to the coral reef, it increases to over m by weight 
Total organic matter content ranges between 0.01 to 2.0% by weight in the channels, but increases to over 50% 
by weight at channel banks, and decreases to minimum levels towards the centre of the mangrove islands. Cliffs, 
beaches, channels, sandbars and mangrove islands are the physiographic features of the lagoon. Off the lagoon, 
sea-wards is a trough, due to Pemba channel, with a maximum depth of 207m. Wave energy is dissipated 
exponentially from the tidal inlet toward mainland shoreline. Annually, Ramisi River discharges about 1.534 x 103 
tons of suspended matter. POC of surface water at Mamuja channel ranged from 645 mgCA to 1940 mgCA in 24 
houl'S, the highest values occurring during tidal ebbs. The main socio-economic activities in the lagoon are 
fisheries and mangrove exploitation. The rate of harvesting of fisheries resources is negatively correlated with 
that of mangrove resources. The main environmental problem in the lagoon are shoreline erosion, lagoonal 
sedimentation, mangrove felling and vulnerability of the lagoon to global-warming-induced sea-level rise. 
Polities are suggested, which require research-based data, on management of Kenya's lagoons, in light of the 
observed environmental problems. 
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